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This environmental and social management system arrangement is a document of the 
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In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other 
status of any territory or area. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
  
1. Environmental and social due diligence was conducted as part of a due diligence 
assessment of participating financial intermediaries (PFIs) under Output 1 of ADB’s Agricultural 
Value Chain Competitiveness and Safety Enhancement Project (ACSEP or the project). This 
assessment of the potential environmental and social impacts and risks associated with the 
current and likely future portfolio of the proposed PFIs and their commitment and capacity for 
environmental and social management, was carried out in accordance with the ADB Safeguard 
Policy Statement (2009) and the Operations Manual section on safeguard policy statement .1  
Five elements were reviewed for the PFIs, including: (i) environmental and social  policies; (ii) 
screening, categorization and review procedure; (iii) monitoring and reporting procedures; (iv) 
organizational structure and staffing including skills and competencies in environmental and social 
areas; and (v) training program and requirements. The second part of this document describes 
the basic environmental and social management system (ESMS) that PFIs under the project, 
including future potential PFIs will be required to adopt. 

2. Project Overview. The project objective is to increase value addition of selected 
agricultural products, including cassava, mangos, cashew nuts, vegetables and poultry, in the 
selected provinces of Kampong Cham, Kampong Thom, Oddar Meanchey, Preah Vihear, Siem 
Reap, and Tboung Khmum. It has three outputs (i) Output 1: Agricultural value chain financing 
enhanced; (ii) Output 2: Agricultural value chain linkage and safety strengthened; and (iii) Output 
3: Agricultural value chain connectivity enhanced.  

3. Financing and support schemes. In order to promote agricultural value chain investment 
and improve access of small and medium agribusinesses to financial services, Output 1 is 
supporting a credit line specifically tailored to financial products and services needed to support 
growth of selected agricultural value chains. This credit line will be available to qualifying 
agribusinesses and agricultural cooperatives (ACs) engaged in project-supported commodity 
value chain subprojects through designated participating financial intermediaries.  

4. Key elements of the agricultural value chain (AVC) financing and support package design 
include: (i) AVC credit line; (ii) credit guarantee fund (CGF); and (iii) financial and banking services 
(FBS) technical support. As of the ADB appraisal, the Agricultural and Rural Development Bank 
(ARDB) and Sathapana Bank Plc. (SPNB) of Cambodia will participate as PFIs under the project 
for the credit line. The General Department of Financial Industry (GDFI) of Ministry of Economy 
and Finance (MEF) will manage the credit guarantee fund under the project. 

  

 

1 ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila, ADB. 2013. Safeguard Policy Statement. Operations Manual. OM F1/BP. 
Manila. 
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II.  ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL DUE DILIGENGE 

A. Agricultural and Rural Development Bank (ARDB) 
 

1. Background 

5. The ARDB is a state-owned agriculture policy bank, established by sub-decree No. 1 on 
January 21, 1998 and amended by sub-decree No. 199, dated June 11, 2014, and sub-decree 
No 124, dated Aug 27, 2019, and is under the technical and financial guardianship of the MEF 
and is licensed and regulated by the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC). NBC granted ARDB a 
license to conduct specialized banking operations, No. SB.01, on June 15, 2007. On February 
19, 2020, ARDB converted from a specialized bank to a commercial bank, receiving commercial 
banking license number B-54 from the NBC.  

6. ARDB, with a staffing structure of 116 employees as of May 2020, is the fourth largest 
bank serving the agriculture sector in Cambodia. About 96% of ARDB’s loan portfolio is dedicated 
to agriculture, the largest of any financial institution in the country. 

7. ARDB’s mission is to finance key stakeholders in the agriculture value chain and rural 
economy by: (i) providing loans to small and medium enterprises (SMEs), agribusinesses, and 
farming organizations or associations in areas such as production, storage, processing, 
distribution, and export of agricultural products, and for infrastructure development; (ii) providing 
finance to microfinance institutions and specialized banks; (iii) syndicating loans with commercial 
financial institutions and also providing loans to implement projects in the agriculture sector, 
subsectors and infrastructure development; and (iv) implementing projects and fund management 
in cooperation with development partners. 

2. Findings 
 
8. ARDB has established policies and follows practices with respect to environmental and 
social responsibility and sustainability and is committed to following the Cambodian Sustainable 
Finance Principles Implementation Guidelines (The Association of Bank in Cambodia, 2019).  

9. Environmental and Social Protection Policy. The ARDB’s Environmental and Social 
Protection Policy is set out in Annex K of the bank’s Compliance Policy and Guidelines (D.1.g) – 
Document 2 and dated 24 January 2017. The principles underlying are as follows:  

i. Ensure that ARDB’s activities are in compliance with its social and environmental 
requirements; 

ii. Help ARDB avoid and / or manage loans with potential social and environmental risks 
by conducting social and environmental due diligence during assessment of 
applications for credit; 

iii. Ensure that ARDB performs adequate supervision of projects/clients it has funded 
during the term of the loan agreement to ensure social and environmental 
requirements are satisfied; and 

iv. Ensure ARDB’s loan agreements contain appropriate covenants requiring that 
projects are in compliance with social and environmental requirements as established 
during due diligence and as stipulated in the SEMS.  
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10. The purpose of ARDB’s Social and Environmental Policy is to:  

i. Define client responsibilities, 
ii. Ensure that ARDB activities are in compliance with its social and environmental 

requirements (defined in Key Definitions); and 
iii. Ensure that ARDB applies sound social and environmental management 

measures in its business activities. This will safeguard the bank and its client 
from legal, financial, and reputational implications of non-compliance with 
environmental and social regulations. 

11. Environmental and Social Performance Standards. All businesses or projects financed 
by ARDB under output 1 of ACSEP shall be assessed and reviewed to meet the following 
environmental and social performance standards, which are based on Environmental and Social 
Sustainability Performance Standards of the International Finance Corporation (IFC). 

12. Environmental and Social requirements within the ARDB’s organizational structure. 
The organizational structure reflects the credit policy for managing environmental and social 
aspects, performance standards and prohibited transactions. The Risk Management Department 
is responsible for both credit policy and government regulations. The ARDB has assigned the 
primary responsibility for environmental and social risk assessment oversight functions to 
responsible officers within the Credit Risk Division of the Risk Management Department.  

13. The Risk Management Department reports directly to the Board-level Risk Management 
Committee and is also actively represented in the Management-level Asset and Liability 
Committee that is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the ARDB's Asset and Liability 
Management and related policies and procedures. These policies and procedures relate to 
managing balance sheets, investment portfolio, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, currency risk 
management, contingency fund plan, capital management, environmental and social and new 
product structure. 

14. ARDB is a policy and development focused bank, which is required to engage in 
environmentally and socially responsible banking activities, which respect the Cambodian people, 
its culture, and the environment. ARDB views social and environment protection as the 
responsibility of each staff member, however to prioritize this task, ARDB has formed a social and 
environmental committee, under the risk management department  which ensures that the correct 
lending decisions are made which align with  its social and environmental policy which manages 
the social and environmental impacts of both the institution and its customers.  

15. Screening and categorization.  The ARDB complies with the IFC Exclusion activity list 
and will not finance projects which are found to participate in any of the activities listed. When a 
project is proposed for financing, ARDB, as part of its internal social and environmental review 
and due diligence procedures is to categorize each project based on the magnitude of its potential 
impacts and risks in accordance with the social and environmental screening criteria.  

16.  The three risk categories are:  

i. Category 1 - Low Risk activities: These activities are likely to have minimal or no 
environmental or social impacts associated with it and do not contravene the 
Exclusions List in any manner; 

ii. Category 2 - Medium Risk activities: These activities may have some environmental 
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or social impacts, but they are readily addressed through recognized good practices 
of a sound Social and Environmental Management Plan. The ARDB will verify that: the 
supported activities comply with applicable Social and Environmental laws and 
regulations, and applicable Environmental Health and Safety Guidelines; appropriate 
environmental permits are obtained prior to lending; and Investments do not 
contravene the Exclusion List; and 

iii. Category 3 - High Risk:  These include all activities with potentially significant impacts, 
or controversial or sensitive issues associated with the lending that go beyond 
compliance and require careful, expert consideration of impacts, mitigation, and trade-
offs.  

17. The ARDB's screening requirement, set out in its Social and Environmental Protection 
Policy (2017), will favor Category 1 – Low Risk Activities to meet the ADB specification for non-
significant impact subprojects (category C) under financial intermediaries that only need to comply 
with national laws and ADB Prohibited Investment Activities List.  

18. Monitoring and Reporting. Social and environmental performance for clients are to be 
reviewed annually or more often if deemed necessary. Copies of regular status reports provided 
to the regulatory authorities on the social and environmental performance and compliance status 
of projects are to be provided to the ARDB and reviewed by relationship managers. Where non-
compliance or problems are identified, situation is to be reported to Credit Department and 
appropriate actions taken to resolve the issues as per the SEMS/SEMP policy. During customer 
annual reviews, assessment and/or confirmation of compliance with social and environmental 
requirements are to be undertaken to confirm that the risk remains at an acceptable level to ARDB. 

19. Organization structure and staffing.  The ARDB also ensures that there is a clear 
segregation of duties between loan originators, evaluators, and approving authorities. Procedures 
and steps followed in the loan origination, review/evaluation and approval process are 
summarized as follows:  a) first, loan applications are received by the credit department and 
submitted to the Chief Executive Officer’s (CEO) office for endorsement; b) credit department 
contacts the customers to obtain all relevant client documentation, conduct site visits and 
prepares a credit report; c) assessment of the collateral value is performed by three third-party 
appraisers for loan amounts higher than $50,000;  d) the credit report is submitted to the Risk 
Management Department for credit scoring and analysis; e) the risk management department will 
prepare its recommendations for the loan application before it is submitted to the CEO or Board 
of Directors for approval; and f) loans of less than or equal to $1.0 million or equivalent in KHR 
are approved by the CEO, while loans of more than $1.0 million or equivalent in KHR are approved 
by the Board of Directors. 

20. In-house expertise and training programs.  The ARDB relationship manager and risk 
manager monitor all business portfolios and current lending activities annually to manage 
compliance and exposure to the above excluded activities list through initial screening and if 
necessary, site inspections.  

21. At present, the ARDB does not have any staff with technical expertise in environmental 
and social assessment or training programs to address this. Internal bank training on ESMS is 
focused on general issues of the environmental and social assessment with regards to credit 
policy and specific business environment the ARDB operates in. To address ESMS, the ARDB 
requires that the proponent has in place a social and environmental management process / plan 
appropriate to the nature and scale of the project and commensurate with the level of social and 
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environmental risks and impacts. The borrower should demonstrate appropriate human resource 
policies and procedures are in place to ensure all local regulatory requirements are complied with, 
the health and safety of workers is appropriately managed and there are mechanisms in place to 
review and address employee complaints or problems. 

3. Recommendations 
 
22. The ARDB has signified during the due diligence process in May and June 2020 its 
compliance and agreement with all environmental and social-related safeguard policies and 
practices as evidenced in these findings.  However, it remains unclear how exactly the bank staff 
as layperson has judged the proposal’s environmental impacts, one of the major challenges for 
financial intermediary projects over the years. 

23. It is recommended that: (i) the ESMS be officially endorsed by ARDB and institutional 
arrangement and established before first disbursement; (ii) ARDB assign staff as focal point for 
the Risk Management Department who will be responsible for environmental and social issues 
under the ADB project and beyond in the long term; (iii) ARDB engage environmental and social 
experts to assist in the implementation of ESMS, as screening, assessing, monitoring and 
reporting of environmental  and social impacts requires professional judgement and experience. 

24. Further technical support and capacity development is to be provided by the project 
implementation consultant (PIC) team under the PMU for the ADB project. The environmental and 
social consultants of the PIC will provide training for ARDB’s credit officers on how to apply the 
ESMS, provide technical back up and trouble shooting in screening, assessing and managing 
subprojects, and advise the PFIs on monitoring and semi-annual reporting formats and 
requirements.  

B. Sathapana Bank Plc. 

1. Background 

25. The SPNB is a chartered commercial bank in Cambodia, established in April 2016 through 
a merger of two financial institutions, namely: a) MARUHAN Japan Bank Plc., the first Japanese-
owned commercial bank established in Cambodia in May 2008; and b) SATHAPANA Limited, a 
leading microfinance institution in Cambodia originally established in 1995 as a nongovernment 
organization. The MARUHAN Japan Bank Plc. had a strong commitment to assisting the people 
of Cambodia to develop a better future and was the first commercial bank to offer unsecured loans 
to microfinance institutions.  SATHAPANA Limited at the time of the merger was providing funds 
to low income people throughout the country with a strong contribution track record in Cambodia’s 
economic development and growth with its more than 140 branches and point-of-services offices 
in all provinces. 

26. The SPNB is the third largest bank serving the agriculture sector in Cambodia with an 
agriculture lending portfolio totaling $185.6 million as of 31 December 2018, representing 18% of 
its overall lending portfolio.  It is the second largest commercial bank in the country in terms of 
field offices, with 171 branch offices located in all 25 provinces, and has 150 ATMs, a total staff 
complement of 4,500, and total assets of $1.6 billion (2020). 

27. The SPNB offers a wide range of financial products and services to its business and 
personal customers countrywide, including loan and deposits, trade finance services, overdraft, 
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revolving credit lines, e-banking services, cash management services, remittances and visa debit 
and visa credit card services. The SPNB’s vision statement is “To be the most trusted leading 
bank in Cambodia that provides the best full banking services throughout the country,” and its 
mission statement is “To improve people’s businesses and lives by providing the best full banking 
services with advanced technology throughout the country, while contributing to the sustainable 
development of Cambodia.”2 

2. Findings 
 
28. The SPNB has established robust policies and follows disciplined practices with respect 
to environmental and social responsibility and sustainability; and is committed to following the 
Cambodian Sustainable Finance Principles Implementation Guidelines (The Association of Bank 
in Cambodia, 2019). The SPNB’s organizational structure incorporates responsibility for 
environmental and social management and current staffing includes personnel having skills and 
competencies in environmental and social areas. The Human Resources Committee oversees 
annual environmental and social training for personnel. 

29. Policy Framework.3 The Bank has Environmental and Social Sustainability (ESS) 
Policy: 

i. The SPNB is committed to act as a responsible partner to create long-term value 
for their stakeholders in a sustainable manner. The SPNB recognizes that their 
business decisions may have the potential to impact surrounding communities and 
the environment. The SPNB believes that balancing environmental and social 
issues with financial priorities is fundamental to sound risk management and a 
core part of corporate responsibility. 

ii. The SPNB has followed the Cambodian Sustainable Finance Principles 
Implementation Guidelines (the Association of Banks in Cambodia) in developing 
its  environmental and social policies. 

iii. The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for sustainability at the SPNB and 
considers environmental and social matters in the development of its strategy.  

30. Environmental and Social Performance Standards. All businesses or projects financed 
by the SPNB shall be assessed and reviewed to meet the following environmental and social 
performance standards. The performance standards used by the SPNB are based on 
Environmental and Social Sustainability of the International Finance Corporation (IFC). 

31. Responsible Financing. The SPNB recognizes that their lending practices may have an 
impact on environment and society. In response to this, they are committed to promoting 
sustainable development by assessing how the SPNB's borrowing customers address material 
risks, including the borrower’s exposure to environmental and social risks in the SPNB’s credit 
assessment tools. The SPNB’s approach to manage environmental and social risks is aligned 

 

2 Sathapana Bank considers its vision and mission statement to be an important part of its commitment to the 
community it serves and integral to its commitment with regard to supporting policies and practices supporting 
environmental and social sustainability within the community. 

3 Sathapana Bank Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability (ESS), which is ESS Policy Framework is 
presented in its annual report for 2018 (page 36) and annual report for 2017 (page 35), and presented on its corporate 
website, https://www.sathapana.com.kh/about-sathapana/csr/the-purpose-of-ess/  
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with their Code of Conduct and Business Ethics (“the Code”). 

32. This commitment is outlined in the SPNB’s Credit Policy, which details managing 
environmental and social risks in its lending practices. The policy is supplemented by the Policy 
on Environmental and Social Sustainability (2017) which sets out the performance standards and 
prohibited transactions (exclusion list) to provide more structured and detailed guidance to identify 
and assess potential environmental and social risks as part of the credit evaluation process. The 
SPNB's exclusion list is substantially the same as the ADB Prohibited Investment Activities List. 
The Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability (ESS) from 2017 is currently being updated 
with the new version expected in 2020, including a further detailed and fully integrated monitoring 
and reporting system with the credit assessment process. The new policy will also require 
refresher training and roll-out, which is already planned. 

33. The SPNB’s environmental and social risk assessment approach is centered under the 
Credit Assessment Unit of Credit Department on the need to ensure that material environmental 
and social issues are considered for all credit applications and periodic reviews. If any borrowing 
customer is suspected to have businesses involved in activities that may lead to environmental 
and social issues or probably classified in the exclusion list, the credit assessment team will 
promptly engage the environmental and social  responsible officer of the Credit Risk Management 
Department for consultation. If the borrowing customer is not willing to take actions to adequately 
manage and mitigate the identified environmental and social issues, the SPNB will not accept 
credit application and re-assess the banking relationship, if any. 

34. Credit Policy, Sustainable Finance Principles (of Cambodian Bank Association), Code of 
Conduct and Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability have  been applied to screen, 
monitor and report on the entire existing portfolio of the SPNB for environmental and social 
impacts and risks, and will be applied for the future portfolio as well.  

35. Screening, categorization, and review. Screening procedure of potential loans is 
described in several documents: (i) General Operating Guidelines for output 1 of ACSEP; (ii) 
SPNB’s Credit Policy, which includes guidelines for managing environmental and social risks; and 
(iii) ESMS policy for ADB funded projects.4   

36. SPNB’s loan screening is done by the Credit Assessment Department, which screens the 
loans against the prohibited items list. Screening is done at different levels depending on the loan 
size. Credit officers and managers at each level are trained in the SPNB's environmental and 
social policies. The SPNB's screening requirement, such as Credit Policy (2019), meets the ADB 
specification for non-significant impact subprojects (category B and C) under financial 
intermediaries that only need to comply with national laws and ADB Prohibited Investment 
Activities List.  

37. Under the project, financial specialist consultants’ technical support will coordinate closely 

 

4 Note: (i) and (iii) applies to screening procedures to be followed during AVIP project implementation, including ES-
related safeguard policies and practices as evidenced in these findings and as shown in three Checklists now 
incorporated in Annexes of ESMS document that Sathapana Bank has already signified its willingness to comply with 
(see Paras 17, and Sections III.2.A, B, C and D).  Screening procedures as identified in (ii) are current ES policies 
and practices in place that the Bank has since 2017 (see Section III.6.) been following and as summarized in English 
in Section II.2., above.  
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with technical assistance support provided under the business advisory unit of the project 
management unit (PMU) to ensure all project-approved subprojects meet environmental and 
social criteria for participation in lending programs. The FBS unit will coordinate closely with the 
project, the SPNB, and the PIUs assigned with responsibility for implementing the financial 
schemes under project Output 1 to ensure that subprojects are properly screened and eligible for 
financing under the project.  

38. Monitoring and Reporting. The SPNB maintains under its Credit Risk Management 
Department a monitoring and reporting system on environmental or social aspects related to client 
sub loans. Monitoring and reporting on environmental and social parameters and performance 
standards vary depending on the type of sub loan clients in the various sectors the SPNB currently 
serves. The Credit Risk Management Department also conducts portfolio management and 
assessment of environmental and social compliance. For agriculture, the SPNB currently follows 
similar environmental and social parameters and sustainability goals compatible with those to be 
covered (e.g. environmental sustainability [natural resource protection and preservation], human 
rights, preservation of livelihood systems, property preservation and enhancement, land tenure 
security, culture, etc.). 

39. Organization structure and staffing. SPNB’s organizational structure incorporates 
responsibility for environmental and social management under its Credit Risk Management 
Department. The SPNB currently employs 4,400 staff throughout its network. Two environmental 
and social officers in the Credit Risk Management Department are assigned full-time with 
responsibility for developing environmental and social policies and procedures and for monitoring 
environmental and social risks, as well as providing training to Credit Assessment and Credit 
Management Departments.  

40. Training programs. The SPNB conducts environmental and social training along with its 
other training on financial, bank management and loan activities for its bank officers and 
headquarters and branch staff on a routine basis. The Sustainable Finance Unit under Credit Risk 
Management Department is responsible for development of policies and procedures for 
environmental and social, corporate responsibility and providing the training on credit process, 
including environmental and social risk awareness, for all loan officers. Branch management are 
responsible for training for bank officers in branches, including those newly hired by the SPNB. 
The SPNB currently employs 1,500 loan officers throughout its network. 

3. Recommendations 
 

41. The SPNB has signified during the due diligence process between February to March 
2020 its compliance and agreement with all environmental and social -related safeguard policies 
and practices as evidenced in these findings. However, it remains unclear how exactly the bank 
staff as layperson has judged the proposal’s environmental impacts, one of the major challenges 
for FIs projects over the years. 

42. SPNB business activities of the existing portfolio are being screened based on robust 
environmental and social policies, and as such, are unlikely to have generated involuntary 
resettlement impacts and impacts on Indigenous Peoples. The SPNB is committed to and has the 
capacity for appropriate environmental and social management, as demonstrated by the SPNB's 
activities in updating the Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability. As such, the SPNB 
fulfills the ADB requirements of maintaining ESMS, qualified officer and officer for day to day 
implementation of ESMS, as well as having screening procedures to ensure screening against 
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the prohibited investment activities list. 

43. It is recommended that the SPNB: (i) officially adopt and  establish the ESMS before first 
disbursement; (ii)  assign staff as focal point to be responsible for environmental and social issues 
under the ADB project and beyond in the long term; (iii) engage environmental and social experts 
to assist in the implementation of ESMS, as screening, assessing, monitoring and reporting of 
environmental-social impacts requires professional judgement and experience.   

44. Further technical support will be provided by the PIC under the PMU for ACSEP. The 
environmental and social consultants of the PIC/PMU will train PFIs’ credit officers on how to 
apply the ESMS, provide technical back up and trouble shooting in screening, assessing and 
managing subprojects, and advise the PFIs on monitoring and semi-annual reporting 
requirements.  

C. Credit Guarantee Fund by Government unit 

45. A credit guarantee fund (CGF) under output 1 will be managed by the GDFI of MEF to 
facilitate SMEs and cooperatives’ access to PFIs’ financing for value chains development. The 
GDFI/MEF has accumulated experience in parallel preparation of its SME credit guarantee 
scheme of the government. As government department, GDFI does not have experience or staff 
in environmental and social management, which will be supported through the project 
consultancy. 

46. Recommendations:  the GDFI managing unit for guarantee fund under the ADB project 
will: (i) establish and apply the ESMS before first approval of any subprojects; (ii)  assign staff as 
focal point responsible for environmental and social issues under the project; (iii) implement the 
ESMS in processing the guarantee application and supervision, assisted by the  environmental 
and social consultants of the PIC/PMU.    

47. Further technical support is to be provided by the PIC/PMU for the ADB project. The 
environmental and social consultants of the PIC/PMU will train GDFI officers on the application of 
the ESMS, provide technical back up and trouble shooting in screening, assessing, and managing 
subprojects, and support monitoring and semi-annual reporting requirements.                                     
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III.  BASIC ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A. Introduction  

48. Under the project, all PFIs need to adopt the following basic social-environmental due 
diligence review process and management with additional specifics to suit their different needs. 
PFIs will serve as a one of the PFIs to support AVC financing of subprojects that increase value 
addition of selected agricultural products, including cassava, mangos, cashew nuts, vegetables 
and poultry, in the selected provinces of Oddar Meanchey, Preah Vihear, Siem Reap, Kampong 
Thom, Kampong Cham and Tboung Khmum.  

49. To guide the PFIs in screening, assessing, and managing the environmental and social 
impacts of their financed subprojects, an environmental and social management system is 
needed. The basics of such ESMS is prepared jointly by the PFIs and the ADB team. The PFIs 
will add their specifics, e.g. their environmental and social policy and exclusion lists, that will not 
contradict or undermine the basic ESMS arrangement presented below. The final ESMS needs 
to be adopted by the PFIs before they approve any subprojects and make disbursement. 

50. In addition to the AVC credit line, PFIs will participate in CGF to share loan risks between 
the guarantee fund, lender and borrower. The GDFI that will manage the guarantee fund shall 
follow the same ESMS for consistency in risk control. All requirements and obligations on the 
financial intermediary in the ESMS arrangement below will apply to the GDFI. GDFI can 
coordinate closely with lending PFIs to avoid duplication in application process, assessment and 
supervision. 

51. The logical framework of an ESMS by which financial intermediaries will screen, appraise, 
and manage the environmental and social impacts of their financed projects is the following: 

i. Subprojects proposals are first judged against minimal criteria/exclusion list 
(designed jointly by financial intermediaries and ADB) for their eligibility 
(technical, economical-financial, environmental and social);  

ii. Only for those eligible, will their technical- economic feasibility (FS study) and 
social-environmental impacts be assessed (except those with minimal-low 
impacts); 

iii. Only those passed both eligibility and feasibility test (with adjustment to the project 
design as a result of impact assessments) be selected, thus proceed to 
implementation. 

B. Environment Safeguard  
 
1. Environmental screening procedure  
 

52. The screening criteria and procedure for subprojects under the financial intermediaries  
are described below. These descriptions are supported by worksheets and checklists for the 
environment, involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples screening criteria in Annexes. 
They should be filled as part of each application. The completed and signed checklists will be 
incorporated as part of the financial intermediary’s due diligence process and included in the loan 
assessment documentation. 
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53. The ADB definitions for environmental categories are: 

i. Category A: Likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 
irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may affect an area larger 
than the sites or facilities;  

ii. Category B: Potential adverse environmental impacts are less adverse than those 
of category A. These impacts are site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, 
and in most cases mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 
category A projects; and 

iii. Category C: Likely to have minimal adverse environmental impacts.  

54. Only subprojects that have minimal or moderate environmental impacts and risks that are 
equivalent to the above category B-C as defined by the ADB and have all necessary domestic 
approval and permits will be eligible for funding. The step-by-step screening procedure is 
specified below:  
 

i. All proponents/applicants need to fill out the environmental worksheets (Annex 1) 
to obtain basic information for their proposals with the help of financial intermediary  
staff. 

ii. Subprojects belonging to ADB’s Prohibited Investment Activities List (see Annex 
5) and the’s exclusion list will not be eligible.  

iii. Subprojects that pass the above minimal criteria will be screened by comparing 
their completed worksheets with FI’s environmental thresholds based on the 
country’s EIA thresholds-based rules modified to also meet ADB’s criteria (see 
Annex 2), and thus determine the category. For subproject proposals not fitting in 
these sectoral thresholds, professional judgement by environmental specialists (in 
house or on-demand) is needed, based on information captured by the 
worksheets. 

 
iv. For subprojects judged to have minimal to low adverse environmental impacts, 

category C is assigned. No impact assessment is needed and can be selected on 
environmental ground.  

 
v. For subprojects judged to have medium level impacts, category B is assigned. 

These subprojects need impact assessment based on which the financial 
intermediary will decide whether to select it or not.  

 
vi. Subprojects judged to have high impacts as defined by ADB as category A will be 

rejected. 
 

2. Assessment and documentation for category B subprojects:   

a. For green field subprojects 

55. The proponent needs to carry out simplified impact assessment mainly following domestic 
requirements, disclose the drafts for public consultation and prepare an environmental 
management plan (EMP) to address the potential impacts and risks identified in the assessment 
and consultation.  
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• The EIA requirements of Cambodia:  

56. The main regulation is the Anukret on EIA process issued in 1999. It stipulates that he 
Project Sponsor shall conduct an Initial Environmental Impact Assessment (IEIA) for project listed 
that was updated in 2020 (see Annex 2 of ESMS). The EIA and IEIA shall be prepared according 
to the guidelines for IEIA and EIA issued by Ministry of Environment (MOE) by EIA practitioners 
registered at the MOE. For local project, the Project Sponsor shall apply to the 
Provincial/Municipal Environmental Office for a review of their EIA report and pre-feasibility study. 

57. For projects with minimal to low adverse impacts (equivalent to ADB’s category C), an 
EMP is required according to Article 4 of Prakas on EIA classification, issued by MOE on 3 Feb 
2020. The environmental authorities upon review the EMP will issue an Environmental Protection 
Contract (EPC). The EMP outline is included in the EIA outline (see Annex 6), fairly similar to that 
of the ADB. However, for category C, the ADB requires subprojects to follow environmental code 
of practice (ECOP), simpler than an EMP. The project proponents and the FIs, assisted by the 
PIC/PMU, need to consult with domestic environmental authority for advice, e.g. on EPC and 
domestic ECOP. 

b. For existing subprojects 

58. The proponent needs to provide applicable domestic environmental assessment and 
approval /clearance/permits to the FI. Countries might require new or supplementary EIA for 
expansion and renovation, depending on the nature and scale of such activities. More specifically: 

i. If existing activity/facility has valid EIA, environmental audit can be conducted 
against the EIA and especially the management/action plans and requirements set 
forth in EIA.  

ii. If without EIA or the like, such audit will be conducted against applicable 
environmental-social regulations, emission standards and industry good practice.  

iii. If existing activity is already implemented (e.g. under construction or operation), 
the audit/due diligence review must include field check of actual performance to 
verify findings of desk review. 

iv. If existing activity is not implemented but with EIA etc approved or with detailed 
design, the audit/due diligence review mainly examines if EIA/EMP are in order 
and meeting both domestic and ADB’s criteria, and if the relevant domestic 
approval/permits are obtained/still valid. 

v. For any non-compliance, gaps and risks identified in audit/due diligence review 
that are deemed acceptable after mitigation, correction plan needs to be developed 
and implemented. Unacceptable non-compliance and risks will lead to rejection of 
such sub/projects. 

3. Screening and Documentation for category C subprojects:  

59. The subproject proponent needs to fill out the environmental worksheets as part of the 
application and provide other supporting documents as needed by the financial intermediaries. 
The environmental and social unit at the financial intermediary will follow the screening procedure 
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above, fill out the rest of the worksheets, determine the category, and recommend on selection or 
rejection on environmental-social ground. 

4. Implementation and supervision of subprojects  

a. Implementation responsibilities 

60. The sub-borrower is responsible for implementing the measures proposed in the EMP 
which combines ADB and domestic requirements, and for category C, the applicable ECOP 
including domestic codes related to health and safety. The financial intermediary (including GDFI 
for guarantee fund) is responsible for supervision, monitoring and reporting. 

61. During subproject construction/installation and operation, the subproject owner/sub-
borrower is responsible for ensuring compliance with all applicable environmental, health and 
safety requirements through the EMP implementation, among others. The subproject owner also 
needs to ensure that the financial intermediaries can have access to subproject site and obtain 
necessary information to supervise the subproject. 

62. The  financial intermediary’s designated environmental and social staff/focal point  has 
oversight and coordination for environmental and social issues, ensures the resource available to 
implement the ESMS, and should sign the semi-annual environmental and social performance 
report to the  implementing agency that in turn submits to the executing agency and ADB.   

b. Monitoring and reporting 

63. For category B subprojects, the financial intermediary should carry out onsite inspection 
including checking the EMP compliance at least once a year during the contract period of 
subloan/guarantee, in line with commercial practice for risk control.   Findings in both desk review 
and field verification should be recorded duly to furnish the semi-annual reporting. If the issues 
are found unresolved, the frequency of onsite supervision should be increased.  

64. For category C subproject, onsite supervision is usually not necessary. Instead, the 
financial intermediary needs to indicate the actual environmental impacts or benefits of the 
subproject in its completion and acceptance report. Such completion report should be endorsed 
by the subproject owner. 

65. The ADB team will need to clear the first 1-2 category B in each sub/sector and selectively 
category C subprojects until the ESMS becomes fully functional and its application by financial 
intermediaries satisfactory.   

66. Reporting to ADB:  will be by the financial intermediaries, as category B/C subprojects 
hosts are often SMEs with low capacity and limited resources. The subproject hosts only need to 
provide data and necessary information requested by the financial intermediary. The financial 
intermediary will prepare semi-annual environmental and social  management report to ADB, 
based on data it gathered, its review and field supervision of all subprojects’ implementation of 
their EMP and applicable domestic environmental requirements. The outline of semi-annual 
environmental and social report is proposed in Annex 7. 
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5. Changes and Non-compliance in subprojects 

67. During subproject contract period, any changes to the design of subprojects that may 
potentially cause negative environmental impacts shall be screened by the environmental 
specialists (of the financial intermediary , PMU/PIU and/or the ADB) to judge: (a) whether such 
negative impacts go beyond the original environmental category; (b) whether such negative 
impacts go beyond the scope of the original impact assessment, and if yes, (c) additional impact 
assessment needs to be conducted with environmental monitoring and mitigation measures in 
the EMP being revised or amended.  

68. If the answer is Yes to (a) which results in a rise in category, impact assessment and EMP 
will need to be prepared according to the requirements in this ESMS. In case of a category B 
subproject originally, a rise to category A will in effect disqualify it for the project support. Therefore, 
fund to such subproject will be discontinued or follow non-compliance procedure described below. 

69. In case of non-compliance by sub-borrowers, the following procedure will apply:  

i. The financial intermediary requires the subborrower to remedy breaches within an 
appropriate timeframe. (any costs of remediation are the responsibility of the sub-
borrowers). The financial intermediary will continue to monitor the issue and be 
satisfied that the situation is remedied in line with requirements outlined in the 
original EMP and/or any updated action plans or code.   

ii. The  financial intermediary will obtain written confirmation from an appropriate 
environmental authority or independent consultant that they are satisfied with the 
steps being taken to resolve the non-compliance; and/or the sub-borrower certifies 
that it is taking all reasonable and practical measures to minimize harm and resolve 
the non-compliance. 

iii. In the event that the client has not rectified the non-compliance issue within the 
time frame, the loan/guarantee funded by the project will be suspended. The  
financial intermediary will act in terms of its penalty following the occurrence of an 
event of default, including cancelation. 

70.  The financial intermediary will promptly report to ADB any actual or potential material non-
compliance. If the periodic reports or ADB’s reviews conclude that the ESMS is not functioning 
properly, the financial intermediary will be required to develop a time-bound and budgeted 
corrective action plan agreed with and submit to the ADB for review. PFIs will promptly report to 
the implementing agency for Output 1 who will notify the executing agency and ADB any actual 
or potential breach of the compliance requirements after becoming aware of it. 

C. Involuntary Resettlement Safeguard  
 

71. ADB Involuntary Resettlement (IR) Classifications are: 

i. A (significant impact): 200 or more persons experience major impacts, which are 
defined as (i) being physically displaced from housing, or (ii) losing 10% or more 
of their productive (income generating) assets. 

ii. B (not significant): IR impacts are deemed not significant.  
iii. C (no involuntary resettlement impact): No IR impacts are foreseen.  
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iv. Financial intermediary: Has potential resettlement impact, to be determined.  

72. Subprojects that will require purchase of land for operation or expansion of operations are 
not envisioned for any subprojects. Only subprojects with no involuntary resettlement 
impacts (IR) and risks (IR Category C) will be eligible for funding as per following criteria: 

i. Loan is not to be used for land acquisition;  

ii. The investments cannot cause impact on primary structures or lead to physical 
relocation. Impact on shops and businesses is only allowed when they are being 
improved by the investment; 

iii. Voluntary donation of land or assets for projects funded through the loan products 
is not allowed; 

iv. The Project will avoid using productive land for construction of infrastructure; 

v. Borrowers, who are not business entities, e.g. individual smallholder borrowers5, 
are not allowed to use original land titles as collateral for loans;  

vi. At the time of loan request, the landowner is to present valid documentation for 
land ownership to the PMU; and 

vii. Safeguards compliance is to be monitored and reported on semi-annual basis. 

73. Please see completed IR checklist and target categorization in Annex 3 A.   

D. Indigenous Peoples Safeguard  

74. Only subprojects with no impact to indigenous peoples (IPs) will be eligible for funding 
(IPs category C). The subproject should not entail direct or indirect impact to the dignity, human 
rights, livelihood systems, income, property, or culture of the indigenous peoples. Please see 
completed IPs checklist and target categorization in Annex 3B.  

E. Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) 
 
75. There will be two channels serving as GRM. One is the government channel that project 
affected people (PAP) are inclined to use, namely the GRM to be set up at the PMU of the project 
which doubles as PIU for output 2, targeting similar beneficiaries as the output 1 through FI. The 
other channel is to utilize the PFIs’ existing customer service which includes social media platform 
mainly the Facebook, telephone hotline and letter boxes at branch offices. 

F. Climate Proofing and Greenhouse Gas Mitigation 
 
76. When assessing the subproject application, the PFI will take into account the effects of 
future climate change. The project   has prepared a Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment 

 

5 Smallholder is considered a single farmer owning 2 ha or less of productive land. 
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to guide activities and to ensure climate proofing of project works including upgrades of existing 
processing or logistic facilities or construction of new facilities by applicants. In considering an 
application for investment, the PFI should satisfy itself that, to the degree possible, designs are 
climate proofed against the effects of future climate change on the facility’s operations and safety. 
This will include measures to address (i) hotter temperatures, (ii) drought and water shortages, 
(iii) more intense storms and floods, and (iv) power interruptions or failure. 

77. It is recognized that the constraints posed by existing facility locations, configurations and 
processes, and the funds available to AVC facility owners and operators, will affect the degree to 
which climate proofing can be implemented. The PFI, in assessing applications, should ensure 
that the applicant is (i) aware of the projected climate changes for Cambodia and the subproject 
locality; and (ii) has, to the extent possible, included them in their planning and design. The 
checklist for climate change and disaster risk reduction is in Annex 4. 

78. To mitigate greenhouse gas emission, the PFI will encourage and prefer subprojects which 
exhibit the sustainable use of resources. Design features for efficient energy and water use, and 
recycling will include: 

i. Energy conservation (building geometries to limit solar gain, area of east- and 
west-facing glazing, exterior shading, minimize cooling requirements, insulation, 
and optimized daylighting); 

ii. Renewable energy sources (solar panels and battery storage); 
iii. Water savings (rainwater harvesting and gravity feed of stored water); and 
iv. Recycling of waste (re-use of treated wash water for process or irrigation). 

79. The degree of inclusion of these design features will be dependent upon the applicant’s 
enterprise and technical processes, the location and scale of the proposed activities and the 
budget. The inclusion of these features cannot therefore be stipulated as mandatory 
requirements. Instead they will be matters for negotiation between the PFI and the applicant. The 
PFI is required to favor designs which optimize these features, and their implementation of both 
the screening criteria and design requirements will be monitored and reported in their periodic 
safeguard reports. 
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ANNEX 1.        ENVIRONMENT SCREENING WORKSHEETS 

 
Instruction:   The purpose of this series of worksheets is to collect basic information necessary to determine the potential 
environmental impacts and risks of a subproject and thus aid the  financial intermediary’s decision making in whether to provide 
finance for it or not.  Part 1-2 are about the nature and scale of subproject while Part 3 is about its siting. These are the key factors 
that determine the environmental impacts thus categorization of a subproject. Information gathered will also form basis for tracking, 
monitoring and reporting on environmental performance of the financial intermediary’s portfolio. The financial intermediary can adjust 
items in the tables to suit their situation and needs. 

PART 1 – to be filled by sub-project proponents 

 Basic Information  

1 Name of the registered 
business or company: 

 

2 Which year started/registered 
 

 

3 Location/full address: 

 

Note: Location of actual activity seeking loan or guarantee, not the applicant’s office or HQ. 

4 Nature and scope of business: 
(which sub/sector, mainly sale or 
production or R&D or others? If a 
combination, rough %?) 

 
 

5 Designed (production) 
capacity:  

(per year and/or per day; if not 
applicable, need to explain here) 

 

  

6 Actual capacity or scale: 

(per year and/or per day; Briefly 
explain the difference with the 
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designed capacity or scale) 

 

7 Main production process(es): 

(Provide simple flowchart to show 
main input of materials, water, 
energy (heat, steam or fuels etc), 
output of intermediate and final 
products, and wastes (gaseous, 
liquid or solid) etc 

 

8 Main product(s): 

Describe briefly the name, main 
usage, chemical or biochemical 
composition etc. 

 

 
 

Profile of employees  

Male   

Female   

Total  

9 Other information  

 Subproject basics  

10 Amount of loan requested: 

In local currency and USD 

 

11 Intended use of the loan: 

Briefly describe if it is for new line 
of business/production, expansion 
or upgrade/rehab existing 
business /production or other 
uses? 
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12 Designed (production) 
capacity:  

per year and/or per day; if not 
applicable, need to explain here 

 
 

 

13 Tech. process(es): 

If applicable, provide simple 
flowchart to show main input of 
materials, water, energy (heat, 
steam or fuels etc), output of 
intermediate and final products. 

 

 

14 Main product(s) of sale or R&D: 

Describe briefly the name, main 
usage, chemical or biochemical 
composition etc. 

 

15 List wastes the subproject will  
be generate (where relevant) : 

Provide estimate their amount if 
you can per year or per day etc. 

Gaseous emissions  

Wastewater  

Solid waste  

Hazardous waste  

Noise  

 Planned method of pollution 
control, treatment ordisposal  

Gaseous emissions  

 

Wastewater  
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Solid waste  

 

Hazardous waste  

 

 

 

Other relevant information  

 

 

 

  

    

 

Signature of Loan Applicant                                                                                    Date 
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PART 2 – To be filled by the financial intermediary  

 Existing business and facilities (if applicable) 

1 Is it in prohibited list of ADB? Or by 
national, provincial or local policy? 

 

 Is it in prohibited, phased out or 
discouraged sub/sector according to 
FI’s internal guidelines/checklist? 

 

 What environmental clearance or 
permit it has? obtained when? 
 

 

 Validity period and the issuing 
authority of Environment related 
clearance, approval and permits 

Validity Period……………………………………………………… 

 

Authority……………………………………………………………. 

 Activity request loan/guarantee  

 What environmental clearance and 
permits are required domestically?  

 

 

 Status of such clearance /permit: 

Not start, in process or received 

     

 

 If received, provide validity and 
issuing authority 

Validity period……………………………………………………….. 

Authority ……………………………………………………………... 

 What environmental documents 
were prepared for domestic 
clearance?  Do financial 
intermediaries receive a copy? 
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PART 3 – To be filled jointly by sub-borrower and financial intermediaries 

After completing part 1-2, subprojects should be further screened about its siting which contributes to its environmental category.  

Sensitive receptors and/or protected areas  
Include but are not limited to: 

If inside these 
areas, 
please 
provide 
details 

If outside, where 
and how far 
from its 
boundary?  

critical habitat and natural habitat as defined by Safeguard Policy Statement, world natural or 
cultural heritage sites, officially designated nature reserves, forest park, geo-park, important 
wetland, key habitats for wildlife, reproduction area of protected flora, spawning, feeding, wintering 
ground and migrating route for key aquatic life, estuary, mangrove 

  

Designated basic farmland, basic grassland, scenic area/park, drinking water source protective 
zone, oceanic special protective zones, natural fishery ground, key zone for water and soil erosion 
control, closure zone for desertification etc 

  

Areas with main function as residential, health/medical, cultural, educational, R&D, offices, 
physical cultural resources/relics, airports, air fields or military bases/zones etc. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Other relevant information 

 

 

 

Environmental Screener of Branch…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Name                                                   Signature                                                               Date 
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PART 4 – By the financial intermediaries 

 
Summarize from Part 1-3 the justifications for category: 
 
 
Conclusions: 

1. The proposal’s environmental category is:   ……………………………………….. 
2. Reject or cleared for moving to the next step in appraisal: 
 

 
Part 5. For category B subprojects after its IEE be prepared and reviewed by financial intermediaries: 

Screening Questions Yes No Not Known Remarks 
1. Is the subproject in breach of any applicable national environmental, health, 

safety or social laws or regulations?  
 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

2. Will the subproject to be financed cause:   X  If yes, work with proponent to ensure impacts are 
minimized by design or management 
practices.  

 
If this is not attainable, exclude from financing.  

• damage to any historical/cultural areas or physical cultural resources?  X  
• disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. sensitive or protected areas)?  X  
• alteration of local surface water drainage or waterways?  X  
• generation of polluting solid or liquid waste and/or hazardous waste?  X  
• storage, use and/or disposal of processing chemicals?  X  
3. Is the subproject adjacent to or located within any of the following 

environmentally sensitive areas:  
Specially Protected Nature Areas  
Wildlife reserve  
Cultural heritage sites  

  
 

X 
X 
X 

 If yes, change location or exclude from financing.  

 

Conclusions: 

1. The subproject is cleared for funding; 

 

2. The subproject requires further improvement, specifically: 

        …. 

3. the subproject is rejected based on the IEE results. 

Prepared by:  

Designation:  

Date:          

Approved by: 

Name and Signature 

Designation: 

Date: 
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ANNEX 2.    CAMBODIA’S EIA CLASSIFICATION AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY’S CATEGORISATION THRESHOLDS 

 
From Cambodia’s EIA classification thresholds, only those applicable to value chain activities in Output 1 are presented in the table 
A below. However, Cambodian rules only cover part of output 1 activities.  For those not covered, table B provides a breakdown of 
classification by sub/sector and by major processes that will have considerably different types and level of adverse impacts.  

Table A.   EIA classification based on scale of projects,  Prokas issued by MoE in 2020 (excerpt) 
Types of project EIA (equiv to ADB cat. A) Initial EIA (equiv to ADB cat. B) Env Protection contract (EPC) 
Poultry farm  ≥ 50,000 heads 5000-50,000 * 
All kinds of building (area) >45,000m2 15,000-45,000  3000-15,000 * 
Food, canned, Fruit jam   >=500t/yr <500 t/yr 
All soft drink & juice factory  All sizes  
Cassava and other processing  All sizes  

*Projects with scale smaller than the threshold ranges won’t require EPC by domestic environmental authorities.   

Table B.   EIA thresholds for intended Output 1 activities not covered by national EIA rules of Cambodia 

Types of project activities on food processing EIA (cat. A)  IEE  (cat. B)  Cat. C * 

Cassava processing:  
• Dry: peel, washing,  grating, drying, milling, cutting etc;  
• Wet: fermentation involved, pulverize to make starch etc 

 Dry: >15 tons/day 
Wet: all sizes 

Dry: <15t/day 

Mango procesing: 
- Dry: peel, wash, slicing, drying, chips, packaging etc;Wet: 

Make jam, juice, canned food, etc (see Table A); 

Wet: >10t/day Dry: >10 t/day 
Wet: 2-10 t/day (equi to 

<500t/yr 
roughly) 

Dry: <10 t/day 
Wet: <2 t/day  

Vegetable processing: 
Dry: Cleaning, cutting, drying, packaging etc; 
Wet: Make juice, jam or canned food etc (see Table A); 

Wet: >10t/day Dry: > 10t/day; 
Wet: 2-10 t /day 

Dry: <10t/day 
Wet: <2t/day 

Cashew processing: 
Mainly dry: peeling, cleaning, packaging etc. 

 Dry: >1t/day Dry:  <1t/day 

    
* Category C subprojects need to follow the applicable environemntal code of practice of Cambodia, also see Annex 6. 
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ANNEX 3.  SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS SCREENING CHECKLIST 
 

A. Involuntary Resettlement Impact Screening Checklist 

Screening Questions Yes No Not Known Remarks 
1. Will there be land acquisition using eminent domain law?  X  If yes, exclude from financing. 
2. Will there be permanent or temporary loss of shelter and residential land due to 
land acquisition?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

3. Will there be permanent or temporary loss of agricultural and other productive 
assets due to land acquisition?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

4. Will there be losses of crops, trees, and fixed assets due to land acquisition?   X  If yes, exclude from financing. 
5. Will there be permanent or temporary loss of businesses or enterprises due to 
land acquisition?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

6. Will there be permanent or temporary loss of income sources and means of 
livelihoods due to land acquisition?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

7. Is loan going to be used for land acquisition or purchase?  X  If yes, exclude from financing. 
8. Does the project require voluntary donation of land or assets?  X  If yes, exclude from financing. 
9. Will the project involve any permanent or temporary restrictions in land use or 
access to legally designated parks or protected areas and cause people or any 
community to lose access to natural resources, traditional habitats, communal 
land, or communal facilities?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

10. Will the project use government land or any public land or property which will 
require the permanent or temporary removal of informal occupants or users 
(residential or economic)?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. Any Public Private 
Partnerships involving government land will be 
done in areas free of any encumbrances, 
structures or active use of any kind. 

 

INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT IMPACT CATEGORY 

□  Category A Significant Impact6 
□  Category B Limited Impact 

■   Category C No impact

 

6 Involuntary resettlement means physical or economic displacement as a result of land acquisition or involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally 
designated parks and protected areas. Involuntary resettlement is considered significant if 200 or more persons will experience major impacts, which are defined 
as (i) being physically displaced from housing, or (ii) losing 10% or more of their productive assets (income generating). 

Prepared by:  

       

Designation:  

Date:          

Approved by: 
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B. Indigenous Peoples Impact Screening Checklist 

Screening Questions Yes No Not Known Remarks 
A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     
1. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) occupied, owned, or used by 

socio-cultural groups who may be considered as "tribes" (hill tribes, schedules 
tribes, tribal peoples), "minorities" (ethnic or national minorities), or "indigenous 
communities"?  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

2. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a distinct social and cultural group?  NA   
3. Do such groups maintain collective attachments to distinct habitats or ancestral 

territories and/or to the natural resources in these habitats and territories? 
 NA   

4. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, social, and political institutions 
distinct from the dominant society and culture and/or speak a distinct language 
or dialect? 

 NA   

B. Identification of Potential Impacts     
5. Will the project directly or indirectly affect vulnerable Indigenous Peoples' 

traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g. child-rearing, health, 
education, arts)  

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

6. Will the project negatively affect the livelihood systems of vulnerable Indigenous 
Peoples community/ies? (e.g., food production system, natural resource 
management, crafts and trade, employment status) 

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

7. Will the project involve commercial development of the cultural resources and 
knowledge of Indigenous Peoples that will affect cultural integrity, identity and 
community of Indigenous Peoples? 

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

8. Will the project require acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used, occupied or claimed by indigenous peoples and cause 
physical or economic displacement from traditional or customary lands? 

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

9. Will the project involve commercial development of natural resources (such as 
minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or fishing grounds) within 
customary lands under use that would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, 
ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the identity and community of Indigenous 
Peoples? 

 X  If yes, exclude from financing. 

10. Will the project be located in a cultural heritage site?  X  If yes, exclude from financing. 
 INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IMPACT CATEGORY 
□ Category A Significant Impact7 
□ Category B Limited Impact 
■ Category C No impact 

 

7 The significance of impacts on Indigenous Peoples is determined by assessing (i) the magnitude of impact in terms of (a) customary rights of use and access to 
land and natural resources; (b) socioeconomic status; (c) cultural and communal integrity; (d) health, education, livelihood, and social security status; and (e) the 
recognition of indigenous knowledge; and (ii) the level of vulnerability of the affected Indigenous Peoples community. 

Prepared by:     
Designation:  
Date:          
Approved by: 
Name and Signature 
Designation: 
Date: 



 

ANNEX 4.       CLIMATE CHANGE SCREENING CHECKLIST 

This checklist is to be used by the PFI when assessing an application for loan funds for upgrade of existing processing or logistic 
facilities or construction of new facilities. PFI assessors and applicants should address this checklist jointly – noting where and how 
adaptation measures have been included or considered in designs. 
 
 

Potential Future Climate Impacts Included in 
Design 
(Y/N) 

How and Where 
included 

Reasons for not 
including in 

design 
Hotter Temperatures: 
Building geometries to limit solar gain on east and west façades,  
• Limit the area of east- and west-facing glazing,  
• Exterior shading devices above glazing,  
• Insulation to reduce conductive heat gain, and  
• Optimized daylighting to minimize the use of electric lighting. 

   

Model energy performance with higher cooling design temperatures.      
Provide landscaping to minimize cooling requirements. Trees, vines, and 
green roofs can all help control heat gain and minimize cooling demands on 
a building.  

   

Drought and water shortages: 
Harvest rainwater.     
Plant native, climatically appropriate trees and other vegetation.      
More intense storms, flooding: 
Flood zones are expected to change and flash floods to become more 
common. When siting new facilities, seek civil engineering or surveyor 
assistance. 

   

Elevate mechanical and electrical equipment.     
Power interruptions: 
Design mechanical systems to operate on DC power and use backup 
generators or renewable energy systems. 

   

Incorporate photovoltaic panels into buildings or link buildings with other 
nearby renewable energy sources. 

   

 

 
Prepared by:  
       
Designation:  
Date:          
Approved by: 
Name and Signature 
Designation: 
Date: 
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ANNEX 5.   ADB PROHIBITED INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES LIST 
 
The following do not qualify for Asian Development Bank financing: 

1) production or activities involving harmful or exploitative forms of forced labor8 or child 
labor;9 

2) production of or trade in any product or activity deemed illegal under host country laws or 
regulations or international conventions and agreements or subject to international 
phaseouts or bans, such as (a) pharmaceuticals,10 pesticides, and herbicides,11 (b) ozone-
depleting substances,12 (c) polychlorinated biphenyls,13 and other hazardous chemicals,14 
(d) wildlife or wildlife products regulated under the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora,15 and (e) transboundary trade in waste or 
waste products;16 

3) production of or trade in weapons and munitions, including paramilitary materials; 
4) production of or trade in alcoholic beverages, excluding beer and wine;17 
5) production of or trade in tobacco;18 
6) gambling, casinos, and equivalent enterprises;19 
7) production of or trade in radioactive materials,20 including nuclear reactors and 

components thereof; 
8) production of, trade in, or use of unbounded asbestos fibers;21 
9) commercial logging operations or the purchase of logging equipment for use in primary 

tropical moist forests or old-growth forests; and 
10) marine and coastal fishing practices, such as large-scale pelagic drift net fishing and fine 

mesh net fishing, harmful to vulnerable and protected species in large numbers and 
damaging to marine biodiversity and habitats. 

 

 

8 Forced labor means all work or services not voluntarily performed, that is, extracted from individuals under threat of 
force or penalty. 

9 Child labor means the employment of children whose age is below the host country‟s statutory minimum age of 
employment or employment of children in contravention of International Labor Organization Convention No. 138 
“Minimum Age Convention” (www.ilo.org). 

10 A list of pharmaceutical products subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.who.int. 
11 A list of pesticides and herbicides subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.pic.int. 
12 A list of the chemical compounds that react with and deplete stratospheric ozone resulting in the widely publicized 

ozone holes is listed in the Montreal Protocol, together with target reduction and phaseout dates. Information is 
available at http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml. 

13 A group of highly toxic chemicals, polychlorinated biphenyls are likely to be found in oil-filled electrical transformers, 
capacitors, and switchgear dating from 1950 to 1985. 

14 A list of hazardous chemicals is available at http://www.pic.int. 
15 A list is available at http://www.cites.org. 
16 As defined by the Basel Convention; see http://www.basel.int. 
17 This does not apply to project sponsors who are not substantially involved in these activities. Not substantially 

involved means that the activity concerned is ancillary to a project sponsor's primary operations. 
18 See footnote 10. 
19 See footnote 10. 
20 This does not apply to the purchase of medical equipment, quality control (measurement) equipment, and any 

equipment for which ADB considers the radioactive source to be trivial and adequately shielded. 
21 This does not apply to the purchase and use of bonded asbestos cement sheeting where the asbestos content is  less 

than 20%. 
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ANNEX 6 

A.   Environmental Code of Practice for ACSEP activities in Output 1 

1. For Category C subprojects funded through financial intermediary under output 1, the 
subprojects need to follow the domestic environmental regulations, standards, sectoral guidelines 
and code of practice on environment, health and safety for the sub/sector.  In addition, 
construction of subprojects might involve simple civil work and installation of devices and should 
follow the mitigation measures specified in the EMP for the whole ADB project.  

2. However, most of the potential adverse impacts of subprojects under output 1 will come 
from their operation. For category C, subprojects need to follow environmental code of Practice 
(ECOP) with key measures summarized (see table below) that have incorporated international 
good practice, e.g. IFC/WB’s Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) guidelines for food and 
beverage processing, in addition to domestic EHS codes, standards and requirements.  

3. The ECOP shall be incorporated in the financing agreement or contracts between the 
PFI/GDFI with the sub-borrowers and related tender documents and contracts etc when 
applicable and relevant. The subproject implementors/operators need to follow the ECOP and 
domestic EHS codes applicable. The PFIs and GDFI, assisted by the PIC/PMU environmental 
consultants, need to monitor the ECOP implementation by the subprojects to ensure the adverse 
impacts be kept as minimal to low.   

Table 1: Environmental code of Practice for Output 1 subprojects 

Potential adverse impacts Key mitigation measures during operation 

 

Dust, powders, odor, other 
air emissions, and noise  

1.Install ventilation, sucking vacuum, cover dust or noise-generating machines and 
process line, etc; 

2. Proper O&M of machines and devices to reduce leakage of dust, odor and noise; 

3. Spray water if allowed by safety requirements and possible; 

4. Protect workers with PPE (masks, ear-plug etc); 

Solid wastes:  

Cassava and mango peels 
and stones, cashew shells, 
left-over of vegetables etc, 
mostly organic; 

1. Minimize damage to raw material by optimizing and monitoring the storage and 
process line and better housekeeping; 

2. Segregate organic production wastes/rejects from garbage, disposal the latter. 

2. Reuse and recycle the former: e.g. fermentation to produce animal feed, bio-digest 
to produce gas and soil conditioner /fertilizer, or composting; 

Water pollution: 

Generated from cleaning, 
washing, sterilizing etc in 
juice, jam and canned food 
making etc 

1. Minimize the amount of wastewater by saving, reuse and recycle water, by 
separating cleaner from dirtier water matching to their respective uses, by process 
optimizing and good housekeeping measures; 

2.  Design the facility to contain and collect wastewater including contaminated run-off 
to ditches that drain into wastewater treatment device; 

3.  On-site treatment of wastewater using the most suitable method, reuse the sludge 
as soil supplements /conditioner, and discharge properly; If exist, can connect to 
local collective wastewater treatment system. 
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Occupational Health and 
safety hazards:  

physical, biological, 
chemical, and other 
exposures 

 

To prevent and mitigate physical, chemical and biological harzards and other 
exposures typical for food processing industries and poultry farms, please refer to: 

1. IFC/WB’s EHS guidelines for food and beverage processing; 

2. IFC/WB’s EHS guidelines on poultry production (and processing). 

(https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/ 

sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/ehs-guidelines) 

 

B.   The Outline of EMP issued by Cambodian Ministry of Environment  
 

1. Screening the Potential Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
2. Institutional arrangement 
3. Monitoring Program with monitoring cost 
4. Monitoring schedule during construction, operation, and closure stage that project 

owner should be clarified as the following:   
 
a. Institution arrangement for project monitoring;  
b. Identification of the parameters for control;  
c. Methodology of controlling/monitoring; 
d. Environmental Norm or Guideline which will be taken for implementation;      
e. Schedule and cycle which will be controlled;   
f. Assessing output of self-monitoring; 
g. Preparation of Quarterly Report to Ministry of Environment and relevant 

ministries/institutions.    
 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/
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ANNEX 7.  INDICATIVE OUTLINE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL REPORTS BY THE 
FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES 

 
A. Introduction 

 
• In the first report, briefly describe the project activities and clarify implementation 

arrangement for environemtnal and social safeguard based on the ESMS, and the 
actual situation; 

• In subsequent reports, only highlight any changes in the arrangement for each 
output. If no changes or adjustment, refer to the first report without repeating; 

 
Name of Organization      
Completed by (name):      
Position in organization:       
Reporting period  From:                           
 
 

1. Project progress 
 
• Each financial intermediary is required to submit the semi-annual 

safeguard report to the EA and the ADB.  
• Please include additional tables or adjust items as needed to provide 

necessary details.  

       Table A.  All subprojects processed under ADB fund during the reporting period 
 

Name of  
Subproject  

Sub /sector Tenor of 
Subloan  

(Months)  

Subloan 
amount 
(,000 
US$) 

 Safeguard 
Category  

Environ, IR or 
IPs 
issues 

Actions   

 (approved, 
revise or 
reject) 

 ons for 
revise or 
reject 

Env  IR  IPs  

                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
          
          
          
          
Env = environment, IR = involuntary resettlement, IPs = indigenous peoples.  Please use the sectors listed in the earlier table.    
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Table B.   Environmental category B  subprojects processed during the reporting period. 
 

Name of Subborrower and 
subproject:  

  

 Subproject XX Subproject YY.... 

Subproject location (not their 
head office):  

  

   

Value of exposure (1,000 
US$):  

 

   

Any domestic environmental 
impact assessment or IEIA 
(including EMP) or environ 
audit reviewed? If yes, 
please brief what they are. 

 

  

Has the subproject got 
doemstic EIA clearance 
/approval or not? If yes, filed 
a copy of approval 

  

Any field visit to verify desk 
review of E&S due diligence 
by your organisation?   If 
yes, by whom and when? 

 

   

Your conclusion and main 
reasons  

   

Are there any conditions for 
your approval of these 
subprojects?  If yes, please 
briefly describe. 

  

  

Others...    

 

Table C.     The EMP implementation including health and safety by subprojects  

Issues found*  Main causes  Required Actions or actions 
taken 

 Time frame 
(old or new 

issue) 

Category B subproject XX: 
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Category B subproject YY: 

    

    

    
*Issues include the EMP not or poorly followed, non-compliance with domestic environemntal, health and 
safety standards, codes and requirements, and accidents involving injury or death of workers or community 
members. 

  
2. Grievances and their handling 

 
• Summarise grievance received, if any, and measures taken to address 

them by the financial intermediary; 
• Number of new grievances, Number of those resolved and those still 

outstanding;_ 
• Main reasons for the outstanding grievances and suggestions for next step.  

Type of Grievance 

Details  
(Date, person, 

address, 
contact 

details, etc.) 

Required Action, 
Responsibility 

and Timing 
Resolution 

Old Issues from Previous Reports 

    

    

    

New Issues from This Report 

    

    

    

 
3. Conclusions and recommendations  

 
• Overall conclusion of the ESMS implementation in this  reporting period,  
• Highlight issues and non-compliance, their main causes, and corrective 

actions taken;  
• Key actions proposed and/or activities planned in next reporting period. 
• Recommendations to improve the ESMS design and implementation: 

describe difficulties related to the ESMS implementation, their possible 
causes and actions being taken by your organization, any suggestions to 
the executing agency and ADB.  


	*Issues include the EMP not or poorly followed, non-compliance with domestic environemntal, health and safety standards, codes and requirements, and accidents involving injury or death of workers or community members.

